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Summary
The isolated counterrotating high speed turboprop noise prediction program developed and
funded by GE Aircraft Engines has been compared with model data taken in the GE Aircraft Engines
Cell 41 anechoic facility, the Boeing Transonic W'md Tunnel, and in NASA Lewis Research
Center's 8x6 and 9x 15 foot wind tunnels. The predictions show good agreement with measured data
under both low and high speed simulated flight conditions.
The installation effects model developed for single-rotation, high speed turboprops has been
extended to include counterrotation and the additional effect of a mounting pylon upstream of the
forward rotor.
A nontraditional mechanism concerning the acoustic radiation from a propeller at angle of attack
has been investigated. Predictions made using this approach show results that are in much closer
agreement with measurements over a range of operating conditions than are obtained via traditional
fluctuating force methods.
The isolated rotors and installation effects models have been combined into a single prediction
program, results of which have been compared with data taken during the flight test of the
B727/UDF®* engine demonstrator aircraft.
The satisfactory comparisons between prediction and measured data for the demonstrator air-
plane, together with the identification of a nontraditional radiation mechanism for propellers at
angle of attack, constitute the major achievements of this Contract.
*UDF® is a registered trademark of the General Electric Company, U.S.A.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background
Recent studies have shown that the high speed turboprop offers an attractive alternative to
turbofan propulsion for certain future commercial aircraft applications because of its substantially
higher propulsive efficiency potentiaL However, one of the major obstacles to the use of high speed
turboprops is the high near-field noise level generated by the propeller, which may cause a
potentially serious cabin noise problem. In response to this potential problem, there has been
substantial activity in both theoretical and experimental investigations of the noise characteristics
of high speed propeUers by NASA and private industry.
The currently envisioned high speed turboprop systems call for cruise flight speed Mach
numbers of 0.7 to 0.8 and propeller tip speed Mach numbers of 0.7 to 0.9, which results in propeller
blade operation in the transonic and supersonic regimes. Recent theoretical models of propeller
noise have been produced m account for forward flight effects, source noncompactness, and
supersonic motion of the blade fixed sources relative to the observer position. These effects are all
present to some degree for propellers operating at transonic and supersonic relative Mach numbers.
The concept of the propfan, a low aspect ratio, high blade number propeller with swept blades, has
features which promise significantly lower noise than conventional propellers. These features
include very thin blade sections with large sweep angles near the tip to produce subsonic relative
Mach number components normal to the leading edge of the blade, thus reducing losses and flow
field discontinuities associated with the formation of shock waves.
Further improvements in propulsive efficiency are achievable if the energy lost in the swirling
flow at the exit of a high speed turboprop can be recovered. The counterrotation propeller, in which
a second rotor, whose direction of rotation is opposite to that of the original, operates in the slip-
stream of the first rotor to restore the outflow to the axial direction is one means by which this may
be accomplished.
While promising great potential performance benefits, the counterrotation high speed turboprop
concept does present several potential noise problems, both in the low (typical takeoff and approach)
and high (typical cruise) flight speed regimes. At high flight speed, the noise sources of concern are
those of the single-rotation propfan, namely the steady loading and thickness noise of each rotor,
together with such installation effects as are applicable under these conditions. Under low flight
speed conditions, however, the response of the aft rotor to the wakes and tip vortices shed from the
blades of the forward rotor cannot be ignored, and likewise, the effects of the installation
environment on the acoustic output of the two rotors may well be significant.
Over the past several years, much work has been undertaken, both by private industry and under
NASA sponsorship, to obtain a better understanding of both the aerodynamics and the aeroacoustics
of counterrotating high speed turboprops over the entire flight envelope. This effort culminated in
the successful flight of the UDF® engine on the Boeing 727 demonstrator airplane.
1.2 Current Work
The work described in this report extends the single-rotation, high speed turboprop aeroacoustic
study of Reference 1 to counterrotation. First, results obtained using the isolated counterrotating
high speed turboprop noise prediction program developed under internal funding at GE Aircraft
Engines(GEAE)arecomparedwith modeldataobtainedfor four differentbladedesignsin the
GEAE Cell 41 low speedfree-jet acousticfacility, theBoeingTransonicWindTunnel,andthe
NASA LewisResearchCenter8x6foot highspeedand9x15footlow speedwindtunnels.TheCell
41datawereobtainedunderNASA ContractNAS3-24080(Reference2). TheNASA datawere
recorded in the NASA Lewis Research Center wind tunnels by NASA personnel (with GEAE
participation) as a part of the said contract; and selected data provided to GEAE by NASA. Second,
the single--rotation installation effects model developed under this Contract (Reference 1) has been
extended for counterrotation application. This effort has entailed the major portion of the work
accomplished under the extension of the original single-rotation, high speed turboprop aeroacoustic
study Contract to counterrotation, and includes the development of a counterrotation aerodynamic
model (based on the single rotation model of Reference 1) to compute axial and tangential force
coefficients given lift/drag relations for each radial section as functions of angle of attack. The
installation effects whose flowfields are computed for input to the acoustic model are those of
Reference 1, namely angle of attack, the presence of a fuselage, and the presence of a wing lifting
line. In addition, the effect of a mounting pylon upstream of the forward rotor has been included.
With the exception of the angle-of-attack case, which has been reported separately in Reference
3, no changes were made to the acoustic model developed originally for single rotation high speed
turboprops. Each rotor is considered independently, and only BPF tones and harmonics thereof for
each rotor are considered.
The two computer programs resulting from the work described above (namely the GEAE
internally funded Isolated Counterrotating Propeller Noise Prediction code, and the Installation
Effects code developed in the current program) have been integrated into an installed counter-
rotating, high speed turboprop noise prediction system. Results from this combined program have
been compared with data taken during the flight test of the B-727/UDF® engine demonstrator
aircraft (Reference 4).
1.3 Objective
The objective of the current study has been to develop a verified computer model of the noise
generated by a counterrotating high speed turboprop, taking into account:
• Steady loading and thickness noise of Rotor 1
• Steady loading and thickness noise of Rotor 2
• Unsteady loading noise of Rotor 2 resulting from interaction with the wakes and
vortices shed from Rotor 1
• Unsteady loading noise of Rotor 1 resulting from interaction with nonuniform
flow caused by the installation environment
• Unsteady loading noise of Rotor 2 resulting from interaction with nonuniform
flow caused by the installation environment.
2.0 Analysis and Results
2.1 Isolated Counterrotating High Speed Turboprop Noise
2.1.1 Introduction
The isolated counterrotating, high speed turboprop noise model delivered under this contract
was developed under internal GEAE funding. Consequently, only a brief description is presented
below.
2.1.2 Model Development
The isolated counterrotating, high speed turboprop noise model computes:
• Steady loading and thickness noise of Rotor 1
• Steady loading and thickness noise of Rotor 2
• Unsteady loading noise of Rotor 2 resulting from interaction with the wakes and
vortices shed from Rotor 1
where the formulation employed is similar to that of Hanson (Reference 5).
The steady loading and thickness noise of each rotor is computed by the frequency--domain,
noncompact source method described, for single rotation, in Reference 1. Each rotor is treated as
an independentsource,withtheaxialdistancebetween thepitchchange axespreserved.Calculation
of theunsteady loadingnoisegeneratedby the interactionof thebladesof Rotor 2 with the wakes
and tipvorticesshed from theRotor I bladingisaccomplished via a chordwise compact acoustic
model (incontrasttotheacousticmodel used forthesteadyloadingand thicknesscalculation).The
unsteady flow fieldbetween therotorsisestablishedvia the compressor wake model developed
under NASA ContractNAS3-23681 (Reference6) and thetipvortexmodel developed forUDF®
engines as a partof NASA Contract NAS3-24080 (Reference 7). Spanwise phasing effects,
resultingfrom theswcep and leanof the bladingand thedirectionof themean flow,arcpreserved
in thistreatment.The unsteady loadingateach spanwise sectionon the aftbladesisobtainedvia
unsteady airfoiltheory(withcompressibilityeffectsincluded)followingFourierdecomposition of
thecomponents ofthefluctuatingvelocitynormal tothechord oftheaftblade.Only thesetransverse
gustsarcincludedinthe calculation.
The methods describedabove leadtopredictionsoftoneSPLs atfrequenciescorrespondingto:
n * BPF1
rn* BPF'2
n * BPF1 +m*BPF2
Where BPF1 = Rotor I blade passing frequency
BPF2 = Rotor 2 blade passing frequency
and m, n are integers
Typical execution times for computation of 10 steady loading and thickness harmonics of each
rotor BPF, together with 150 Rotorl/Rotor2 interaction tones at each of 17 observer angles are of
the order of 8 and 15 minutes for "community noise" and"cruise noise" examples respectively using
a MicroVax II computer.
2.1.3 Data/Theory Comparisons
The data used in the verification of the isolated counterrotating high speed turboprop noise
prediction program delivered under this contract were obtained during scale model testing of several
proposed blade designs in four different facilities. Simulated flight Mach numbers attained during
these tests range from 0.2 to 0.8, and, for convenience, because the significance of the various noise
sources is a function of Mach number, the comparisons which follow have been divided into high
speed (representingcruise)and low speed (representingtakeoff)conditions. At high speed,
nearfieldnoiseasperceivedon thefuselageofan airplaneisexpected tobe aprime concern,whereas
atlow speed itisanticipatedthatfarfield(community) noiserepresentsthemajor problem.
The testvehiclesand scalemodel bladesused forthesecomparisons were,inthemain,designed
and manufactured by GE AircraftEngines under NASA ContractNAS3---24080 (Reference2).
2.1.3.1 High Speed Comparisons
High simulatedflightMach number testingwas conducted intheNASA Lewis Research Center
8x6 foottransonicwind tunnelunder ContractNAS3---24080 and alsoilltheBoeing TransonicWind
Tunnel under GE funding. The two facilitiesmploy differentphilosophiesin the acquisitionof
acoustic data under these conditions. In the NASA tunnel, shown in Figure 1, pressure transducers
are flush mounted in a steel plate which is suspended from the ceiling of the (otherwise unmodified)
tunnelworking section.Itisbelieved(Dittrnar,Reference 8) thatthelocationof theplateissuch
thattheeffectsofreflectionsfrom thetunnelwallsareavoided,and theonlydisadvantageentailed
with thismethod isthat,due tothepresenceof theboundary layeron theflatplate,thenoiselevels
measured by thetransducersforward of theplaneofrotationarelower thanwould otherwisebe the
case.
Figure2 shows theanechoicallytreatedworking sectionof theBoeing TransonicWing Tunnel.
Here theacousticdataare takenby means of traversingmicrophones, suspended from the ceiling
attwo differentsidelinedistances.Thismethod of dataacquisitionalsohas good and bad points-
a wider range of observationanglesisavailablethan isthecase with the NASA flatplate,but,in
ordertoensurereasonabledataquality,thetraversemust move ataslow speed (0.4in/see)requiring
much tunneltimeforeach acousticdatapointinadditiontothemajor expense entailedinthetunnel
modification.The F7A7 bladedesigncombination,shown inplan form inFigure3,was testedin
both facilitiesatitsdesigncondition(tunnelMach Number = 0.72,8+8 blades)with blade angles
_/4 = 56.9° and 54.4° fortheforward and aftrotors,respectively.Inordertocompare resultsfrom
thetwo facilities,itisnecessarytoestablisha common setof conditions(sidelinedistance,tunnel
staticpressure,freefield,or fiatplate).InFigures4 through 6,the NASA 8x6 footwind tunnel
conditionshave bccn selectedas thereference.The BTWT (Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel) data
have bccn adjustedas follows:
Free field _ flat plate: + 6 dB
Sideline distance correction: + 2.5 dB
(2.2 ft .-====-D1.641t)
Static pressure correction:
( 10.5 psi-=-'_ 12.2 psi)
+ 1.3 db
Total Adjustment = + 9.8 dB
Transducers on Plate CenterlinePropeller
Plane -_
Directionof \\,, __
Rotation, \\ ./- / j-_"
Front -_ J-'_-- _ _-_1_ _ I
,_ _ _-'_-_"---J_ I j..1/_ Translating Acoustic
./ _:,_,--r-"_" ]_ I /_'_-_--._ L ," Plate
_ _ _ ,, II J..--'_...-""C_
I _''-'-T_ LI_°_ _._. I_"_- Rotation.
I _.___ _YL Rear Propeller
(6 ft)
Figure 1. MPS (Model Propulsion Simulator) and Translating Plate in the NASA Lewis Research
Center 8x6 foot Transonic Wind Tunnel - (from Reference 9).
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Figure 2. Sketch of MPS (Model Propulsion Simulator) and Traversing Microphones in the Boeing Transonic
Wind Tunnel (BTWT).
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(These are the same corrections as those of Dittmar (Reference 8), but applied to the BTWT rather
than the NASA data).
Also shown in Figures 4 through 6 are predictions made using the code delivered under this
contract. These predictions were made using the NASA test conditions of tunnel static temperature
and pressure, together with relevant performance parameters (for example shaft horsepower and
rpm for each rotor) measured at the time of the test. Blade geometry and the spanwise loading
distribution used (spanwise loading is defined in Reference 1) were those for which the blades were
designed. Experience has shown that the chordwise loading distributions generated from 3D (three
dimensional) Euler CFD solutions (that were shown in Reference 1) can be replaced by simple
analytical expressions, selected according to the flight conditions; consequently, for this high flight
Mach number case, a rectangular normalized chordwise loading distribution was used.
The two rotors have the same number of blades, and are running at approximately the same speed
(rpm). Consequently, given the bandwidth of the analysis equipment used, the harmonic
components generated by the forward and aft blading are inseparable. The theoretical model suffers
from no such inhibitions, however, and generates individual tones regardless of whether the
frequencies involved are coincidental. Figures 4 through 6 thus show, in addition to the two sets of
data, individual tone predictions for all the components perceived at a particular frequency, in
addition to the "total" prediction, corresponding to
SPLTo,_ = t0 loglo (T_o_ 10($Pt'rn"°) 3
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate good agreement between the two sets of data, despite the differences
in acquisition. Figure 6 appears to show some attenuation of the flat plate data in the forward arc,
suggesting refraction of the acoustic signal in the boundary layer on the plate. It would be expected
(Reference 1) that such boundary layer refraction effects would become more apparent as the
harmonic number increased. The agreement between the two sets of data and the "total" prediction
shown in Figures 4 and 5 is very good. Figure 6, for the combined third harmonic of BPF shows
a degree of overprediction. Experience has shown that this overprediction is a function of the
thickness noise calculation, and it becomes more pronounced with increasing BPF harmonic
number.
One concept studied for reducing Rotor 1/Rotor 2 interaction noise in the low flight speed regime
is that of the reduced diameter aft rotor. The design intent is to remove the tip of the blade from the
influence of the forward rotor tip vortex, while increasing the chord to enable the blade to carry the
same load as the equivalent full-diameter blade design. Figure 7 compares the reduced diameter
A3 design with the more conventional A1 blade; each of these designs was intended to run behind
the F1 forward rotor blading, as shown in this figure. Experimental comparisons between
"standard" and "reduced" rear rotor diameter blading have been made by Woodward (Reference 9)
under low flight speed conditions, and also by Dittmar (Reference 10) for the high flight Mach
numbers under consideration in this section. Dittmar demonstrated that while interaction tones are
less significant at the high helical tip Mach numbers encountered in this flight regime, and hence
the main motive for use of a reduced diameter rear rotor might appear redundant, the reduction in
tip speed resulting from the use of a shorter blade is such as to cause a decrease in the levels of the
blade passing frequency harmonics generated by that rotor, especially under off-design conditions.
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In order to assess the ability of the computer program to predict the noise characteristics of the
reduced diameter A3 design, data/theory comparisons have been made for both F1A1 and F1A3
blade configurations operating at their design point (Mo = 0.72, MHT = 1.08 for the forward rotor)
in the NASA Lewis Research Center 8x6 foot transonic tunnel. The results are shown in Figures
8 through 10 and Figures 12 and 13. Figures 8 and 9 show comparisons between data and prediction
for acoustic nan No. 4722; F1A1 blades in a 9+8 configuration, enabling identification of the
individualrotorharmonics. Comparisons between measurement and predictionfor the firstfour
harmonics ofBPF areshown inFigure8 fortheforward rotorand inFigure9 fortheaftrotor.Two
predictioncurvesareshown; thef'wst,"PREDICTION" employed thelocalpitchangletodividethe
liftinto thrustand torque components in the acoustic calculation,while for the second,
"PREDICTION (HEL)", the helicoidalsurfaceangle was used. As was the case forthe SR-7L
predictionsof Reference I,thereiscloseagreement between the two predictioncurves for this
designpointcalculation,although,asageneralrule,ithas been found thatuse ofthelocalpitchangle
givesbetteragreement with data. These Figuresdemonstrate good agreement between data and
predictionforthishigh Mach number case,the only notableexception being thatthe predicted
directivityof the fundamental BPF tone of the forwm'd rotor(Figure 8(a))isbroader than that
measured. Some differencesbetween data and predictionin the forward arc can, as before,be
attributedto theattenuatingeffectof theboundary layeron theflatplatefortheharmonics above
BPF.
Acoustic run 4793 is identical in operating conditions to run 4722 shown previously, but with
eight A3 blades replacing the A1 blades of the earlier run. Figure 10 can be compared with Figure
8 to obtain a measure of data repeatability, in that both show tones from the F1 blading under the
same conditions. Here, only three harmonics of BPF were available for comparison, as a result of
higher static temperature in the tunnel during this run than was the case for run 4722. Higher static
temperature requires higher physical speeds to maintain equivalent Mach numbers, thus with higher
rpm, the fourth harmonic of BPF for the nine--bladed forward rotor was above the frequency range
of the analyzer used to obtain these on-line data. Other than this, the comments concerning the
agreement between data and prediction shown in Figure 8 apply to Figure 10 also.
The computer code delivered under this contract contains the assumption that the streamline that
passes through the tip of the forward rotor will also pass through the tip of the aft rotor. In general,
under cruise conditions, this assumption is correct. For the reduced diameter rear rotor under
consideration here, however, the forward rotor tip streamline will pass over outboard of the tip of
the aft rotor, and this physical situation should be addressed in the computational scheme.The
approach adopted requires the generation of imaginary or "pseudo" blade coordinates to represent
a full-diameter rear rotor that is identical in all respects with the real blade, (in the region where that
blade exists) but extends past the true blade tip to the "standard" diameter. During the computation,
the streamlines are distributed on the ftdl--diameter (or "grown") blade, but only those contributors
to the noise that lie within the real reduced diameter (or "clipped") blade are included in the acoustic
calculation. This concept of the "grown" and the "clipped" blade is illustrated in Figure 11. The
effect on the predicted noise of allowing the forward rotor tip streamline to pass outside the tip of
the aft rotor is shown in Figure 12 where results labelled "Design" (representing a calculation in
which the forward rotor tip streamline does pass through the tip of the at't rotor) and "'grow/clip"
(representing a calculation using the "'grown" and "clipped" technique described above) are
compared with data from run 4793.
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What little difference there is between the two predictions is probably a function of the different
spanwise loading distributions that resulted from the two approaches. Rather more disturbing is the
disagreement between data and prediction seen in all harmonics above the fundamental shown in
this figure. No fully satisfactory explanation for this discrepancy has been found. If, however, one
assumes that either the loading or the thickness distributions that were assumed for this somewhat
unconventional blade were in error, one may achieve the results shown in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively. The original calculation (Figure 12) assumed that, for this high flight Mach number
example, the normalized chordwise load distribution (described in detail in Reference 1) could, as
is usual in this flight regime, be represented by a rectangle. In the event, the helical tip Mach number
of the A3 blade is barely unity, suggesting that the parabolic load distribution normally employed
for low flight speed cases might be more appropriate. Figure 13 demonstrates the sensitivity of the
result to the chordwise loading distribution employed. Alternatively, errors in manufacturing could
result in a thicker blade than that for which the predictions were made. Figure 14 shows the result
of arbitrarily doubling the thickness of the blade (an extreme case). Again, the prediction moves
closer to the data.
One further factor which can influence the predicted levels of the higher harmonics of BPF in
particular is the chordwise thickness distribution. Figure 15 shows the effect of changing the leading
edge thickness (ALE) from zero to 0.3 times the maximum thickness at any radial station, while
simultaneously changing the trailing edge thickness (BTE) from zero to 0.4 times the maximum
thickness. Figures 13 through 15 demonstrate the sensitivity of the model to certain input
assumptions.
It should be explained here that the choice of zero for the parameters ALE and BTE was based
on earlier data/theory comparisons for the F7A7 blading. Use of finite edge thickness values in those
cases led to over-prediction of the measurements. The values of 0.4 and 0.3 for ALE and BTE
respectively are extreme, and are intended merely to illustrate the range of variation in predicted
noise levels resulting from changes in the input assumptions.
In conclusion, it has been shown that, under high speed conditions, the prediction model is in
good agreement with measured data for F7A7 and F1A1 blading. A study of the sensitivity of the
computer model to certain input quantities produced no fully plausible explanation for the
underprediction of A3 tone noise.
2.1.3.2 Low Speed Comparisons
Low simulated flight speed acoustic data were taken under Contract NAS3-24080 in the NASA
Lewis 9x15 foot acoustically treated low speed wind tunnel (Figure 16) and in the GE Aircraft
Engines Cell 41 free-jet anechoic facility (Figure 17). As with the high speed testing oft.he previous
section, the two facilities employ different philosophies in the acquisition of acoustic data from the
Model Propulsion Simulators (NIPS). In the 9x15 foot tunnel, accoustic data were taken using a
floor-mounted traversing system at microphone sideline distances of 4.5 and 5.5 feet. (The results
reported herein use data recorded by the 4.5 foot microphone). The GEAE Cell 41 free-jet anechoic
facility is described in References 2 and 10 and shown in Figure 17. In contrast to the wind tunnel
testing described earlier, here the MPS is supported in a vertical free jet inside a large (42 ft by 72
ft outside dimensions) anechoic chamber, with static microphones located in a vertical plane around
the walls. The majority of the microphones are at a 27 foot sideline from the axis of the circular tree
jet, which is, itself, coincident with the axis of the MPS. In order to use the acoustic data taken in
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Figure 16. MPS (Model Propulsion Simulator) and Traversing Microphones in the NASA Lewis
Research Center 9x15 foot Low Speed wind Tunnel (from Reference 9).
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Figure 17. MPS (Model Propulsion Simulator) in the GE Aircraft Engines Cell 41 Free Jet Anechoic Facility.
this facility, account must be taken of the effects of the shear layer between the moving fluid in the
jet and the stationary fluid in the body of the facility. This is accomplished by means of the technique
described in Reference 12.
Data/theory comparisons have been made for the F7AT, F7A3, and F11A11 blade designs shown
in Figure 18. The "data used for the F7A7 and F7A3 comparisons are from tests conducted in the
9x15 foot wind tunnel; the F11A11 data are from Cell 41. The F7A7 blade design, and the reduced
diameter rear blade A3 were discussed previously, thus the only comment to be made at this point
is the reminder that these blades were designed to operate at a flight Mach number of 0.72 in an
8--forward + 8-aft blade configuration. The FllAll blades, on the other hand, were designed for
a flight Mach number of 0.8 with 11-forward + 9-aft blades. In addition, as can be seen from Figure
18, the FllAll planforms were designed with significantly more chord and sweep than F7A7.
Figure 19 is a plot of the radial distribution of the axial distance from the trailing edge of the forward
rotor to the 1/4-chord of the aft rotor, normalized by the axial chord of the forward rotor, for the F7A7
and FllAll blades as tested. This parameter, together with the forward rotor drag coefficient,
controls the strength of the wakes shed from the forward rotor when they encounter the aft rotor
blades. Figure 1"9demonstrates an attempt to reduce interaction noise by increasing the spacing
between the blade rows.
2.1.3.2.1 F7A7 Comparisons
In view of the large amounts of data available for comparison with prediction, it was decided
to concentrate on a few test points and examine them in detail, in order to demonstrate various
aspects of the theoretical model.
Figure 20 shows typical data taken in the NASA 9x15 foot wind runnel. The blades are F7A7
in an 11-forward plus 9-aft configuration, enabling identification of the various blade passing
frequency harmonics and interaction tones. The data were obtained with the 4.5 foot sideline
traversingmicrophone, and theangularlocationisreferencedtothe midpoint between the rotors,
withzero degreesbeing theupstream axis.Figure20(a)shows theacousticspectrum obtainedby
averagingsamples from thetraversingmicrophone over the fivedegree segment centeredon 90
degrees (themidpoint);with Figures20(b) and 20(c)correspondingtoupstream and downstream
datarespectively.The bladepassingfrequency(BPF) tonesof thetwo rotorshave been identified,
togetherwith themajor"sum" tones(n*BPFI + m*BPF2, where "m," "n" are integers).Itcan be
seenfrom thisfigurethat,whereas theBPF tonesofthetwo rotorsarevisibleabove thebackground
broadband levelinthevicinityofgO degrees,attheupstream and downstream locationsshown they
cannotbe identified.In thecomparisons thatfollow,both forBPF and the interactiontones,only
thosedatapointsthatprotrudeclearlyabove thebroadband have been used.
2.1.3.2.1.1. "Standard" Comparisons
Comparisons between the as-measured data and prediction for acoustic run 367 (F7A7 11+9
blading, _3/4 = 36.4/36.5, RPM1 _ 6800 -- RPM2) are shown in Figures 21 through 24. Figure 21
compares predicted and measured directivity patterns for the fundamental BPF tones of the two
rotors. Agreement between the data and the predicted levels for these tones is disappointing at f'n'st
sight, especially bearing in mind the agreement obtained for the same blading (albeit different blade
numbers) at high speed (Figure 4). Examination of the data, however, shows the tones to be buried
in the broadband noise (see Figure 20(b)) over most of the directivity, leaving only the region around
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the rotors (between observer angles of 75 ° and 120 °) open to question. Possible causes for the
discrepancy between data and prediction in this region will be examined later.
Comparisons between predicted and measured levels for six interaction tones are shown in
Figures 22 and 23 with tone sum comparisons shown in Figure 24. At the low simulated flight speed
(Mo - 0.2) at which these test were made, it is the interaction tones that are the main contributors
to the measured noise; thus, the IF + 1A tone of Figure 22(a) represents the "second harmonic" of
blade passing fzequency, with the 1F + 2A and 2F + 1A tones of Figure 22(b) and 22(c) combining
to give the "third harmonic" level. Agreement between data and prediction is good for the 1F + 1A
and 1F + 2A tones;themain featuresof the dataare seen inthe prediction(witha slightshiftin
direcdvityinthe1F + IA tone)and thelevelsareingood agreement overthefulldirectivitypattern.
The same could be saidforthe2F + IA toneup toan observerangleof90°;again,thereisaforward
shiftofthe directivitypatterninthepredictedcurve,relativeto thedata,but otherthan this,inthe
forward arc,agreement isgood. Aft of90 °,the trendsinthe dataand predictionare opposite.In
these locations,as can be seen in Figure 20(c),the 2F + 1A tone protrudesstronglyfrom the
broadband,and thereasonforthediscrepancybetween measured and predictedlevelsis,atpresent,
not fullyunderstood. In Figure 2.3,the dataand predictionfor the threetonesthatcomprise the
"fourthharmonic" arecompared. Once again,thetheoreticalmodel shows very good agreement
with themeasured dataforboththe 1F + 3A and 2F + 2A tones.The forward arc3F + 1A tonedam
were buried in the broadband level, thus allowing the difference between measured and predicted
levels in this regime; but, again, in the aft arc, the differences between measurement and prediction
warrant further study.
Figure 24 demonstrams the overall agreement between data and prediction obtained for this test
point. The individual tones (both data and prediction) presented in Figure 23 have been summed
to show the agreement in the ''fourth harmonic" directivity (Figure 24(a)), while the levels in Figure
24(b) represent the sum of all interaction tones through the"seventh harmonic". Figure 24(c) shows
the agreement between data and prediction for the interaction tones contributing to the third, fourth,
and fifth harmonics. Experience has shown that it is these tones that have the greatest influence on
the metrics used in the measurement of community noise from full-scale engines.
Figures 21 through 24 thus demonstrate excellent agreement between measured data and the
"standard" theoretical prediction. This could be expected, since (Reference 7) the various
semiempirical parameters employed in the tip vortex prediction model were calibrated using F7A7
blading.
2.1.3.2.1.2 _Optlonai" Comparisons
The isolated rotors prediction computer code delivered under this contract has several options
available to assist the user in the prediction of noise from counterrotating high speed turboprops.
Those concerned with the location (radial and tangential) and strength of the tip vortex have been
discussed at length in Reference 7; this discussion is not repeated here. The overall effect of the tip
vortex model, however, is shown in Figures 25 through 27. These Figures are the same as Figures
22 through 24, with one additional curve to show the prediction with no tip vortex effects included.
It can be seen that, in this case, the inclusion of the tip vortex in the model is necessary to bring the
prediction in line with the data. The only difference in the "prediction" curves in these figures lies
in the presence or otherwise of the tip vortex in the flow field between the rotors. The development
of the Rotor 1 wake is identical in both cases. Experience has shown that it is, in fact, possible to
obtain reasonable agreement between data and prediction without employing the tip vortex model,
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provided suitablevaluesare selectedfor the forward rotordrag coefficientdislribution,against
which the development of thewake iscorrelated.Figure28 demonstratestheeffectsthatcan be
achieved by a variationin drag coefficient.(Itmust be emphasized thatthe selectionof drag
coefficientshould be made in such a way as to maintain consistencywith eithermeasured or
predictedperformance characteristics).
Figure 29 illustratesthatthe effectsof the assumed spanwise loading distributionmanifest
themselves in the predictions of both the "steady loading" BPF tones and in the unsteady
loading-generated interaction tones. The first effect is more obvious than the second, which results
from modifications to the exit swift from the forward rotor affecting the wake trajectory, as shown
in Figure 30. The two spanwise loading distributions for which the predictions were made are shown
inFigure31. The totalSI-IPabsorbed in each caseisthesame, but theliftcoefficientdistributions
are radically different. The curve labelled"ORIGINAL" was generated f_om an early flow solution
of the blades under takeoff conditions, whereas that marked "DATA MATCH" contains the results
of pressure/temperature surveys behind the second rotor. It is of interest to note, upon examination
of Figure 29, that the "ORIGINAL" prediction is closer to the data than that obtained with the
"DATA MATCH" loading. The final option exercised in this survey of features in the computer code
is that of helicoidal surface versus pitch surface for the division of the lift on the blade into its thrust
and torque components at any blade section. It will be recatled that, at high speed (Figures 8 and
9) there was very little difference between the two approaches. Here, on the other hand, at low speed,
differences can be seen in both the steady and unsteady loading tones. Now when this exercise was
performed for the (single rotation) SR-7L propfan operating on the Gulfstream PTA airplane under
low flight Mach No. conditions, (Reference 1) it was noted that the difference between the two
methods was of the order of 2 dB for each of the first three harmonics of B PF. For Run 367, however,
as shown in Figures 32(a) and 320)) for the fundamental BPF tones of the forward and aft rotors,
respectively, the difference is of the order of 5 dB.
Examination of the relevant angles at a radius ratio of 0.75 shows the following:
Case [3(pitch) _(helicoid) Delta(13)
Ref. 1, Case 2 36.84 29.13 7.71
Ref. 1, Case 3 41.79 33.12 8.67
Run 367, R I(F) 36.04 22.34 14.06
Run 367, R2(A) 36.05 22.69 13.81
It can be seen from this table that the differences between the heficoidal and pitch angles for the
FTA7 model blades as run in the wind runnel are considerably greater than for the SR-7L propfan
in flight on the PTA airplane. It is this increase in the delta ( _ ) that leads to the increased difference
in peak BPF tone noise calculated by the two procedures.
The approach used to determine the spanwise lift coefficient distribution on each blade is
described in detail in Reference 1. In essence, the total tangential force determined from the input
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shp and rpm is equated with the tangential component of the local lift force, integrated over the blade
span. The localliftforceisobtainedfrom an inputswirlcoefficientdistribution,whose amplitude
isscaledtomatch theinputquantities.Itisassumed, inthisportionofthecode,thattheliftvector
isnormal tothehelicoidalsurfaceswept out by the advancingpitchchange-axisoftheblade.This
issketchedinFigure33,where thehelicoidalangle_3(H)isshown forarepresentativebladesection,
togetherwiththeFitchangle,13(P).The magnitude oftheliftvectorisL inthissketch,and itisthe
tangentialcomponent labelledQ(H) (resultingfrom theuse ofthehelicoidalangle)thatisintegrated
spanwise tomatch theinputquantities.The resultantaxialforce(thust)isdenoted by T(H), and,
iftheIHEL ---1 optionisemployed inthecode,T(H) and Q(H) arethe axialand tangentialforces
thatareemployed intheacousticcalculation.
As modelled inthecomputer program, use ofthebladepitchangle [13(P)]toresolvetheliftinto
axialand tangentialcomponents resultsinT(P) and Q(P) ofthesame figure.The magnitude ofthe
liftvectoristhesame asbefore(namely,thatcalculatedusingthehelicoidalsurfaceangle);itisonly
itsdirectionthathas changed. The geometry sketchedinthisfigureisclosetothatfound nearthe
tipof the blades,and itcan be seen that,forthe small anglesunder consideration,the change in
tangentialcomponent from Q(H) toQ(P) isconsiderable.
Given thattheliftisthesame forthetwo acousticcalculations,thechange inthetangential/axial
forcesplitcan be representedby theratioof the tangentsof theangles13(P)and 13(H).Ifthe0.75
radiusratiolocationistakenasrepresentative,convertingtheratioofthetangentsofthetwo angles
intodB (using20*Loglo), gives an anticipateddifferencein predictedpeak BPF tone levelof
approximately2.6 dB fortheSR-TL casesquoted above,and 5 dB forthetonesshown inFigures
32(a)and 32(b).These areclosetothe differencesobserved.
Comparisons between the use of the blade pitchangle and the helicoidalangle in the Rotor
I/Rotor2 unsteady loadingnoisecalculationareshown inFigures32(c)through 32(e). Itcan be
seenthat,overall,use ofthebladepitchanglegivespredictionsthatareinbetteragreement withthe
data,and thistrendhas been observed inthemajorityofdata/theorycomparisons conducted todate.
Itis appreciatedthatuse of the pitch angle option in the acousticcalculationresultsin an
inconsistencybetween the aerodynamic and acousticmodels. However, based on the agreement
withdataobtainedwhen usingthisoptionitisrecommended thatcalculationsmade usingthiscode
employ thelocalpitchangle todividethe liftintoitsthrustand torquecomponents..
2.1.3.2.2. FTA3 Comparisons
As was described in Section 2.1.3.1, the reduced rear diameter A3 blade can be represented in
two ways within the computer prediction code. These are shown in the blade planforms of Figure
11, where the "grown" blade is plotted together with the "design" shorter version. Now, in the
prediction program, the wake of the forward rotor automatically passes through the tip of the aft
rotor, as discussed earlier. In addition, the location of the Rotor 1 tip vortex is referenced to the Rotor
1 tip streamline. Thus, by clipping the aft rotor in the "GROW/CLIP" approach, the effect is to force
the tip vortex and wakes shed from the outer portion of the forward blades to miss the aft rotor. The
results of this calculation are shown in Figures 34 through 37 labeled "GROW/CLIP". The data
shown in this Figure came from Run 512 of the NASA 9x15 foot wind tunnel test. The test point
is identical with Run 367 (F7A7) in terms of performance; the only difference lies in the substitution
of nine A3 blades for the nine A7 blades used in the earlier test. Also shown in these Figure are three
approaches to the use of the design blade geometry in the calculation. For the steady loading BPF
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tone of the aft rotor these give identical results; the difference between DESIGN and GROW/CLIP
here arises from differences in spanwise loading resulting from the two approaches. For the
unsteady loading tones, three DESIGN curves are shown. "TI = + 1" implies that the forward rotor
tip vortex has been allowed to come inboard of the tip of the aft rotor and is contributing in full to
the unsteady flow field experienced by that rotor. The effect of this can be seen in the higher levels
predicted for the forward arc region of some of the tones. "NO VTX" means just that- the tip vortex
model was not employed in the calculation. F'mally, "TI = -1" represents an attempt to simulate the
physics of the problem in amore realistic fashion in that, while the Rotor 1 tip streamline also passes
through the tip of Rotor 2, carrying its wake defect with it, the tip vortex trajectory carries the vortex
core outside the tip of the second rotor, so its effect is reduced.
The results presented in Figures 34 through 37 suggest that, in fact, the best agreement between
data and prediction for this reduced diameter rear blade is obtained either by using the "GROW/
CLIP" approach or by employing the full tip vortex model This case serves to illustrate the need
to understand the flowfield perceived by the aft rotor before, perhaps, examining in greater detail
the unsteady response of that rotor to it. It is worth noting that, in aU cases, the predicted benefits
from use of a reduced diameter rear rotor were greater than those measured, suggesting there is room
for improvement in the model
2.1.3.2.3. F11A11 Comparisons
The FllAll blades shown in Figure 18 were designed to operate at Mach 0.8 in a 11-forward
plus 9-aft configuration. Low speed testing was carried out in the GEAE CeU 41 anechoic facility
(Figure 17), and it is Run 4006 of this series that was selected for the comparisons shown in Figures
38 through 41. The blade geometry and design operating conditions are felt to be sufficiently
different from those of the FTA7 and FTA3 designs discussed earlier that to obtain good data/theory
comparisons for these blades, together with those already demonstrated, should provide verification
for the model delivered under this contract.
The use of static microphones in CeU 41 means that there are not as many data points available
over the observer angle range shown in Figures 38 through 41, as is the case for the traverse data
shown earlier, However, Figure 38 demonstrates exceUent agreement between the available data and
the prediction model for the fundamental BPF tone of the forward rotor, with the agreement for the
aft rotor BPF almost as good. In Figures 39 through 41, the same series of rotor/rotor interaction
tones that was considered earlier for the FTA7 and F7A3 blades is shown for this F11A11 case. The
absence of microphone data in the region forward of an observer angle of 67.5 ° is unfortunate, but
the agreement between data and prediction shown in these figures is equivalent to that obtained for
the earlier blade designs. It is worth noting here that while the blade numbers and percent corrected
RPM were the same for the FllA11, FTA7, and F7A3 test points considered, the F11A11 data
discussed above were taken in a free jet Mach No. of 0.25, rather than the 0.2 wind tunnel Mach No.,
and also, the thrust generated by the blading was approximately 1.2 times that of the F7A7 case con-
sidered, leading to higher blade loadings and different wake characteristics. The overall agreement
obtained between measured data and predicted results for these different blade designs and operating
conditions demonstrates the general validity of the model.
2.1.4 Conclusions
The GE Aircraft Engines isolated counterrotation high speed turboprop noise prediction pro--
gram has been compared with data gathered in four facilities under both cruise and low flight speed
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simulatedconditions.Five differentbladedesigncombinationshave been examined, includingan
example of the reduced diameteraftrotorconcept. The resultshow, ingeneral,good agreement
between data and prediction,with some areas stillrequiringclarification.This study has
demonstratedtheoverallvalidityofthemodeling employed inthecomputer code while identifying
regionsforfuturerefinementofthe predictionmethodology.
2.2 Installation Effects on Counterrotating Propeller (CRP) Noise
2.2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this study was m extend the results of Reference 1 (wherein installation effects
on single-rotationpropeller(SRP) noisewere evaluated)tothecounterrotatingcase(CRP). Inboth
thisstudy and in thepriorstudy only theeffectson blade passingfrequency (BPF) noise(and its
harmonics) were considered.Inthecurrentwork, theeffectsoftheinstallatione vironment on the
BPF noiseof both frontand rearrotorshave been considered.
The scope of thecurrentwork encompassed:
• Steady stateaerodynamics of a CRP
• Quasi steadytheoryforCRP
• Velocity fieldscaused by "installation"effects(includingthe effectof an
upstream mounting pylon)
• Acoustic theory
• Theory datacomparisons.
2.2.2. Steady State Aerodynamics of a CRP
In this section, the extension of the single-rotation propeller theory to predict axial and
tangentialforcecoefficients(givenlift/dragrelationsforeach radialsectionas functionsof angle
of attack)to theCRP caseisoutlined.The key element isFigure42 givingthe velocitytrianglesfor the CRP case at radius "r".
Notation for Figure 42:
a: Axial interference factor
a': Tangential interference factor
c: Slipstream contraction factor
k: Prandfl tip loss or tangential average factor
r: Radius of analysis
U: Forward flight speed
f2: Angular velocity of rotor, radians/second
¢: Angle of flow relative to blade from tangential
Subscripts
F: Front rotor
R: Rear rotor
6O
r_ F (1--a'F)
FRONT
U[1 + aF + k_aRCR]
U(1 + an + kFaFcF)
oRr[1-a' + 2k=a'F_FtQR]R
REAR
Figure 42. CRP Velocity Triangles at Radius "r".
Some remarks concerning the axial and tangential interference factors of Figure i are in order.
Consider first the axial interference factor. In terms of the effect of one rotor on the adjacent rotor
the axial interference factor is modified first by the tangential average or Prandtl tip loss factor
because each rotor blade of one rotor experiences only the tangential average effect of the adjacent
rotor, which is moving relative to the chosen rotor blade. Second the effect of the slipstream
contraction needs to be accounted for. The slipstream contraction factor is taken in this study as:
x
c=l+
 2÷r2
where x istheaxialseparationbew_een theplanesofthe two rotoractuatordisks.The plussign
isapplicablewhen the influenceof one rotoron thedownstream rotorisevaluatedand the minus
signwhen the influenceof arotoron theupstream rotorisevaluated.
Now considerthetangentialinterferencefactor.Firstthedownstream rotorexertsno tangential
interferenceon theupstream rotor.Second (exceptforthe Pmndtl dp lossortangentialaveraging
factor)theupstream rotorexertstwicethetangentialinterferenceon thedownstream rotorasitdoes
on itselfsincetheturningthrough a rotorisfullycomplete aftofthe rotor.
The procedure forcomputing the steadyaxialand tangentialforcecoefficientsisas follows.
Assume inidalguessesfor(_I=,q)R.Determine anglesof attackfrom known bladeorientationatthe
appropriateradiusand determinelift/clingcoefficientsCL, CD. ObtainCx,Cy (nondimensionalforce
coefficientsindirectionofrotorrotationand thrustdirection)via:
Cy = CL cos _ - CD sin q)
C_ = Ct. sin (_ + CD cos
Then by arguments similar to the SRP case, we can solve for "a'F'" via:
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a"F C--_F_'F
(l-a"F) 4 cos q_Fsin_bFkF
where "OF" d_notes the solidity of the front rotor.
Likewise, application of the tangential momentum equation for the aft rotor yields an equation
for calculating "a'a" via:
Application of the
calculation of" "aF.
l-a'R+ 2kFa'Ff2 F 4 cos _R sin_R ks
axial momentum equation to the forward rotor yields an equation for
aF= (l-a'F) I r CyF CrF 1
 lI lI .0 co 0 
('_F" is the advance ratio of the forward rotor). Lastly, the axial momentum equation for the aft
rotor yields an equation for"aa" as:
a R _ .
As indicated above, the quantities a't_,a'm,ate,and as have been obtained in terms of _F and _a.
The two equations needed to close the system are:
and:
(R) (1-a'F)
_F = tan (_F) (1 + a F + kRaRC R)
ka = tan (_a)JR)(1-a'a + 2kFa" F_F/_R)
(i + aR + kFa_F )
The above completes the procedure to solve the steady-state aerodynamic problem for the CRP
in a manner similar to that of the SRP.
2.2.3 Qu_mi--steady theo_ for CRP
In this section, the extension of the quasi-steady theory for the countevrotation case to obtain
the unsteady forces (in the quasi-steady approximation) is outlined. The notation employed is as
follows (some notation from Section 2.2.2 is repeated for convenience):
CF, Ca: Constants of proportionality associated with front and rear rotors at a given radius, r
r: Local radius of analysis
R: Propeller tip radius
U: Forward flight speed
u: Perturbation axial velocity component "far upstream of rotors" (positive downstream)
v: Perturbation tangential velocity "far upstream of rotors" (positive corresponds to "v"
in same sense as direction of rotation of forward rotor).
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Speeds of rotation of forward and rear rotor
Advance ratio based on front rotor, i.e., k ---U/(R f_F). (Note the use of k rather than
J, where J = _.)
S: Rotor speed ratio,i.e.,S = _'_F/_'_R
Now, in general,the extensionof the steady singlerotationpropellertheory to the counter
rotationcasewillyieldforquantities(OF)associatedwiththefrontrotorafunctionalrelationoftype:
QF=Crn fF(X,S)
where "CF" is a suitable constant of proportionality at a given radius and QF can represent a
quasi-steady force. Likewise, for quantities (QR) associated with the rear rotor we may write:
QR = CR n2RfR (X.S)
We now wish to compute the variation 8QF, _1_, due to the extra (u,v) velocity field "far
upstream." We note the following intermediate relations:
a_F = -v/r,a_R = v/r
8X = X[u/U + v/(rt'lr)]
aS = -S [v/(rflF) +v/(rXqR)]
= -S (1 + S) v/(r_F)
(RI (v/U)
=-S (I + S) X -_-
Thus:
_]QF=CF 12_,)Fa_FfF 2 ( of F'_ 2¢ _fF'_ aS 1+taFL J sx+ta  J
CI:_.{X,(igfF_ u +[-2 ('_')fF X2 afF1 3"fF)]C"_"_)]
Likewise:
z ( ay_,
-"  .as
U + .-_
These are the relations that are used to determine the fluctuation quantifies in the quasi-steady
approximation for the counterrotation case. Note that partial derivatives with respect to both "'k"
and "S" (advance ratio and speed ratio) are now required. These are evaluated by examining steady
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solutionsfor the following five pairs of points in the (k,S) space:
(X,S), (_.+O.Ol,S), (X-O.01,S), (X,S+O.01), and (_.,S-0.01)
2.2.4. Velocity Fields due to "installation- Effects - Effect of Pylon
The velocity fields due to the angle-of-attack effect, fuselage, and horseshoe vortex system
associated with the wing were described in Reference 1. However, the effect of the pylon needsdiscussion.
In the current work, the pylon (apart from its geometry) is assumed to be characterized for fluid
mechanical purposes by three quantities:
• Drag coefficient, C_
• Camber of the pylon
• Angle of attack experienced by pylon
The pylon is then assumed to operate at a location upstream of the CRP where it experiences an
axial velocity:
U(I + kl:aFCFp + kRaRCRp )
where the additionalterms "CFp,CRp" representtheslipstreamcontractionfactorsof thefrontand
rearrotorsatthelocationof thepylon.
Based on this"freestream"flow velocityfield,the totaldistortioncomponents Up,Vp (axialand
tangential)due tobothliftand drag ofthepylon attheleadingedge planeoftheCRP arecalculated.
The liftrelatedcomponents arecalculatedfrom potentialflow theorywhereas thedragcomponents
arecomputed from theusualsemiemp/ricalrepresentationsrelatingthewake velocitydefecttothedrag coefficient.
However, knowledge of thedistortioncomponents up,vp attheleadingedge planeof therotor
isnot directlyconvenient for unsteady force/noisecalculationswhich are based on distortion
components "farupstream" of the CRP. To circumvent thisdifficultythe followingprocedureis
adopted.
Consider thatthedistortionvelocitycomponents attheleadingedge plane(up,Vp)areinduced
by virtualcomponents "farupstream" labelledas (u_, vpoo).By thequasi-steadytheoryoutlined
previously,we can writethat:
LIp= a Up,. + bVp.,
and
vp = Vp_
The quantities "a", "b" can be related to propeller aerodynamic quantifies and their partial
derivatives with respect to advance ratio and speed ratio.
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Now in the present case (of the pylon induced distortion) we know up, v_ Then knowing "a",
"b", we calculate the virtual components (up**, Vp**)far upstream by the relations:
Vp.. =Vp
up**= (Up- bVp)/a
The virtual components (up.., vp..) can now be added to "far upstream" velocity distortions due
to angle of aaaeL aircraft wing induced flowfield, and fuselage induced flow.
We now address briefly an issue concerting the viscous wakes shed from the pylon. Since these
wake regions are thin, it is preferable to have an explicit formula for the Fourier components of the
wake rather than rely on numerical integration. The wake velocity defect function (for 0<0_<2 _ with
0 denoting an azimuthal angle) typically has a form:
f(O) = 0 for 0>(0o + a) or O_ (Oo-Ot)
where "2a" is the wake width and "0o,' is the center of the wake, and for (Co - a) <._0<(0o + a):
f(O) = cos k, 2ix )
We wish to determine the Fourier coefficients of frO); i.e., represent it as:
It can be shown that:
f(0) = ao + _ (an cos (nO) + b n sin(n0))
1
a o = tM2;_
(an,bn)=(cos(n0o),Sin(n0o)),sin(txn)I1 + °t2n ](Tt2 - _2n2;J
If somc "n" ---" " "0_ n"m , = _ then the corresponding coefficients are:
t2
(am,bin) = -_ (cos(m0o), sin (mOo))
Similarly an explicit expression for the Fourier components of velocity associated with the
circulation (potential flow) of the pylon is obtained. The conditions at a radius "a" are calculated
(see Figure 43)
The stream function tF satisfies:
1 32x_ Fc')2V + = -- $(X) 8(0--0 o) ..-
_x2 a2 002 a
The right hand side can be written as:
2xa
[cos (nO) cos (n0 o) + sin (nO) sin (nO o)]1
J
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Figure 43. Calculation of Potent/al Flow Fields Due to Pylon Bound Circulation.
Consider the componems of the above for n>l.
v/n = _ exp (cos (nO) cos (nOo) + sin (nO) sin (nOo))
So that with u. = _, v. = _:
u. = _ P " a (-cos (nO) sin (nOo) + sin (nO) cos (nOo))
-_,_n(_ I-"l_l_(co,(.0_o.,(nOo_+, (nO)._,n(,0o'vn = 2Ra CXp a /
The relation of the viscous wake half width and of the ccntcrline velocity defect to CDp is taken
from semicmpirical relations suggested in Reference 13.
The circulation per unit span around the pylon required in Figure 43 can be ¢stLmamd from thin
airfoil theory (Reference 14) as:
F = =cV ° (cx + _'/4)
where:
c = pylon chord
Vo = frt_stream fluid speed at pylon mid chord
ot = angle of attack on pylon
Y = pylon camber
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2.2.5 Acoustic theory
Initially it was surmised that there would be no need to revise the acoustic prediction procedure
as presented in Reference 1 except that the procedure would be applied separately to the front and
rear rotors (more precisely to the BPF and higher harmonics of BPF tones of each rotor). To
recapitulate this procedure, based on the steady loading calculated in the absence of any installation
effects and the rotor geometry (for the steady thickness effects), a steady loading/thickness noise
contribution is first calculated presuming each propeller to operate in uniform axial flow. Next
unsteady loading and unsteady thickness source terms are evaluated for each propeller (based on the
quasi steady theory and calculated velocity distortions due to the angle of attack, fuselage, aircraft
horseshoe vortex system and the pylon) and once again noise due to the unsteady sources is
calculated by presuming the propeller to be immersed in a stream of uniform axial flow. The steady
and unsteady noise contributions are added with proper consideration of phase. As noted in
Reference 1, this procedure seemed adequate in predicting the angle of attack effects measured and
reported in Reference 15.
Initially this procedure was adopted and applied to the data reported in Reference 16 concerning
angle of attack effects on a CRP. Figures 44 and 45 show a theory--data comparison for the
installation effect on the BPF tone of the front rotor due to an angle of attack of 16 °. The azimuthal
variation of the installation effect was obtained at an angle of approximately 104 ° relative to the
propeUor inlet axis and hence theoretical predictions are shown for both 100 0 and 110 °. Clearly there
is a very substantial underestimation of the installation effect due to angle of attack. Considering
the much better agreement obtained in case of Reference 15 (as reported in Reference 1), it may be
pointed out that the front and rear rotors of Reference 16 have a larger number of blades (11 and 9)
compared to that of Reference 15 (4) and are also characterized by loading levels (e.g., lift
coefficient) much higher (3--4 times) than in case of Reference 15. Figures 44 and 45 are
representative of all the theory--data comparisons attempted with respect to the data of Reference
16 namely, a tendency for the theory to substantially underpredict the measured noise change due
to angle of attack.
Several avenues were pursued in an attempt to explain this significant theory--data discrepancy.
One avenue related to the angle of attack effect proved to be worth pursuing. This approach is
described in detail in Reference 3, and is outlined below. It actually pertains to a modification of
the steady loading/thickness noise due to the small cross flow component of the steady flow and may
be visualized by means of Figure 46. In this figure we show a steady source executing a circular
motion as would be characteristic of steady sources rotating with the blade. Also shown in the figure
is the uniform upwash provided by the cross flow due to angle of attack. Now the radiative efficiency
of a source depends on the relative velocity between the source and the fluid surrounding it and as
Figure 46 shows this relative velocity (and hence the radiative efficiency) is modulated in a non
axisymmetric fashion due to the cross flow. This effect has been neglected in prior analyses.
To capture this effect, we proceed as follows. Including the cross flow (designated as "My" in
Figure 47), the acoustic pressure due to steady loading satisfies:
p_(l_M2) + pyy(t_MZy) + pzz+ 2jkM.xPx + 2jkMypy - 2MxMyPxy + k2p= ( afx 1 afo i
' a'-£+ 7 T 'e
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Figure 44. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CR_P;, 75% Radius Pitch Angles 41.1/39.4 Degrees; rpm 7614/7674;
Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 16 Degree Angle-of-Attack; Symbols are Measured Data and Solid
Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104 ° and 0predicted = 100°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is
Reference 16; Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 45. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch ?ingles 41.1/39.4 Degrees; rpm 7614/7674;
Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 16 Degree Angle-of-Attack; Symbols are Measured Data and Solid
Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104 ° and 0predicted = 110°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is
Reference 16; Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 46. Modulation of Radiation Efficiency
of a Source Due to Cross Flow.
upstream -,,.
Z
Y
y = rsin{
z = r cos
y
Figure 47. Coordinate System for Convected Wave Equation Including
Cross Flow.
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where k = m/c, all quantities have a time dependence as exp (-jtot), "c" is the speed of sound, Mx
and My are axial and cross flow Mach numbers,"fx, f_" are the force terms and j = -1 and Pxx
denotes O2p/_x2, etc.
Let
fx = fxo exp (jm¢) _i (x) _ (r-a)
f0 = f0o exp (jm¢) _ (x) _ (r-a)
where "_" is the azimuthal coordinate, and note that thus far it has been possible to solve the
above problem only to O(My).
Define the axial Fourier transform pair:
and
p = _:** p exp (-jc_x) dx
,£p = _ P exp (jctx) dx
Then to O(My), P satisfies:
Now let
=PexpDyMy k- M)]
Then to O(My), P satisfies:
Let
y = 4 (k -0_M)2-_2
Then
I ejm° Jm (ya) r4(z) (_/r) +--nl
r:[(cta)fxo+ mfool exp[-jMyy (k-otM)]*
r'=_
My (k-ctM) a eJ(m+l)Ojm+ 1 (,ya) H(ml)+ 1 (Tr)_ My (k-°tM)a ei(m-l)*jm I(-,H(I) t
2 2 ' - _J m-I ('),r)
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We can now set x=R cos O, r = R sin O and y = R sin O sin _ (see Figures 48 and 49) and carry
out an asymptotic evaluation of"p" for large R. The full details of this asymptotic evaluation are
not necessary and it suffices to note the following. Firstly in the evaluation of the "m'" azimuthal
mode in the above there are small O(My) shifts in the point of stationary phase (relative to the case
My = 0). For the "m-l" and "m+l'" modes we can use the point of stationary phase as for "My =
0" since these are O(My) contributions and hence relative to the "m" mode, these contribute as:
m-I:
re+l:
2 (I+M cos W) Jm-I 1+ Mcos_)
-exp[-j(_lr/2lMy(ka) (kasin_)2 (I+M cos _) Jm+l 1 + M cos
where the relation between "0" and retarded angular coordinate 'hlt" is shown in Figure 48. Clearly
the "m-l" term contributes much more significantly than the "m+l" term. A virtually identical
treatment applies to thickness noise. Note that "ka = nBMt" where "n" is harmonic of BPF noise,
"B -- number of blades" and "Mt - wheel tip Mach number" at radius "a".
This revised acoustic theory was applied both to the theory-data comparisons reported in
Reference 1 and the data of Reference 16.
2.2.6. Theory-data comparisons
The computer code developed and delivered under this program uses the revised acoustic theory
for steady loading/thickness noise and the old acoustic theory of Reference 1 (wherein the only mean
flow effect dealt with is a uniform, axial flow) for the unsteady loading/thickness noise. This
approach is consistent with the idea that at present only an O(My) acoustic theory has been developed
where "My" is the crossflow Mach number due to angle of attack. Also while the computer code has
provisions for considering installation effects due to sources other than angle of attack, the
theory-data comparisons shown herein are only for angle of attack and are restricted to data reported
in References 15 and 16. The coordinate system for"0,¢" is shown in Figure 49. All"0" coordinates
referred to in Figures 50 through 72 are current coordinates (as opposed to retarded coordinates).
All predictions are for the fundamental BPF tone of the relevant propeller and are for the noise
change due to angle of attack. It should be noted that, in common with the isolated rotors predictions
of Section 2.3.2, the predictions shown here are for the acoustic farfield, and while every attempt
has been made to ensure correspondence between the physical measurement location and that used
for the prediction, it would be misleading to assume that exact coincidence has been achieved. Also
in all of the predictions shown in Figures 44, 45, and 50 through 72, the phase lag due to unsteady
lift response is not included. Our assessment, as in Reference 1, continues to be that there is no
evidence that inclusion of this effect is warranted based on the theory-data comparisons for the angle
of attack effect. The applicability of linearized, two dimensional convected gust response formulae
to the present problem is highly dubious in any event.
In Figures 50 through 57, using the new acoustic theory, we show theory-data comparisons for
the SR-2 data of Reference 15 that were used in Reference 1. It can be seen that the comparisons
are at least as good as shown in Reference 1. At shallow angles to the propeller axis the sound
pressure levels tend to be low and hence it is not surprising that "discrepancies" between theory and
data appear large at these locations. The new effect discussed in Section 2.2.5 scales as "nBMt" and
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MxRr
Figure 48. Relation Between Current (R, 0) and Retarded
Coordinates (1_, V)-
Flow
Propellor Axis
y
Forward Looking Aft
Figure 49. O,_) Coordinate System used for Theory Data Comparisons.
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Figure 50. Four-Bladed SR-2, 443 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Right Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9° Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) Versus 0, _b - 0 °.
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Figure 51. Four-Bladed SR-2, 443 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9° Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) Versus e, _b = 90 °.
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Figure 52. Four-Bladed SR-2, 443 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9° Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) Versus 0, _ - 270 °.
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Figure 53. Four-Bladed SR-2, 443 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9* Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle.of-Attack) Versus _, 0 = 90*.
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Figure 54. Four-Bladed SR-2, 745 fps Tip Speed, I00 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret.
icai Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9* Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) versus 0, _ = 0°.
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Figure 55. Four-Bladed SR-2, 745 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9* Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) versus 0, qb = 90=.
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Figure 56. Four-Bladed SR-2, 745 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9° Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) versus 0, 4_ = 270*.
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Figure 57. Four-Bladed SR-2, 745 fps Tip Speed, 100 fps Forward Flight Speed,
Fundamental Blade Passing Frequency Noise. Acoustic Data Source
is Reference 15, Symbols are Measured Data, and Full Line is Theoret-
ical Prediction. Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to 9° Angle-of-Attack
(Relative to Zero Angle-of-Attack) versus 4_,0 = 90*.
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Figure 58. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 41.1°/39.4o;
rpm 7614/7674; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 16° Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104° and
0predicted = 104)°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 59. U x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 41.1"/39.4";
rpm 7614/7674; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 16" Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104" and
0predicted = 110"; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increus_Decr_se of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 60. 11 x 9 Bladed 2.Foot-Diameter CRP;, 75% Radius Pitch Angles 41.1°/39.4°;
rpm 7614/7674; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 16° Angle-of-Attack;
Symbols are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured
= 0predicted = 900; Rear Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 61. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of.Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104 ° and
0predicted = 100°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 62. ll x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CliP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Math Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104 ° and
0predicted = 110°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 63. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diametcr CliP;, 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of-Attack;
Symbols are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured
= 0pre_cted = 90°; Rear Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 64. 11 x 9 Bladed 2.F_t-Diameter CliP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.$°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle.of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 67 ° and
0predicted = 60°; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 65. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle.of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 67" and
0predicted = 70=; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 66. 11 x 9 Bladed Z-Foot-Diameter CRP;, 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8* Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 59* and
epredlcted = 60*; Rear Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 67. U x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8" Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 129" and
0predicted = 130"; Front Rotor BPF; Data Source Is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 68. 11 x 9 Bladed Z-Foot-Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 123 ° and
0predicted = 120°; Rear Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 69. 11 x 9 Bladed 2.Foot.Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°f36-5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of.Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 123° and
0predicted = I30°; Rear Rotor BPF; Data Source is Reference 16;
Increase/Decrease of Noise Due to Angle.of-Attack.
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Figure 70. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP;, "/5% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Math Number 0.2; 8" Angle-or-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104" and
(}predicted = I00";, Front Rotor BPF; a 10% I/Rev Axial Velocity Distortion
is Assumed; Data Source Is Reference 16; Increase/Decrease of Noise Due
to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 71. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot-Diameter CRP;, 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36.5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Mach Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of-Attack; Symbols
are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured = 104° and
0predicted = 110°; Front Rotor BPF; a 10% URev Axial Velocity Distortion
is Assumed; Data Source is Reference 16; Increase/Decrease of Noise Due
to Angle-of-Attack.
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Figure 72. 11 x 9 Bladed 2-Foot.Diameter CRP; 75% Radius Pitch Angles 36.4°/36-5°;
rpm 7633/7695; Axial Flow Math Number 0.2; 8° Angle-of.Attack;
Symbols are Measured Data and Solid Line is Prediction; 0measured
= 0predicted = 90*; Front Rotor BPF; a 10%l/Rev Axial Velocity Dis-
tortion is Assumed; Data Source is Reference 16; Increase/Decrease
of Noise Due to Angle.of-Attack.
locations. The new effect discussed in Section 2.2.5 scales as "nBMt" and pertains only to steady
loading/thickness noise. Thus it is not surprising that the new effect is not very consequential for
a lightly loaded, four-bladed propeller such as the SR-2.
In Figures 58 through 72, we show the theory data comparisons for the CRP data reported in
Reference 16. Several comments concerning these theory--data comparisons are noted below.
1. In cases where the measured "0" is not close to a multiple of 10°, predictions for
multiples of 10° bracketing the measured"0" are both compared with the data. Note
the previously stated reservations concerning establishing an exact correspondence
between measured and predicted "0".
2. Figures 58 and 59 may be compared to Figures 44 and 45 (the data shown in these
figures are the same). A dramatic improvement is now evident with the revised
acoustic theory in terms of the substantial under prediction of the old acoustic theory
of the angle of attack effect.
3. Several figures such as 60, 63, and 66 indicate that some aspects of the effects on
rear rotor noise are still significantly underpredicted. The rear rotor has fewer blades
(9 versus 11) than the front rotor and hence the predicted magnitude of the new effect
(recall the "mBt" scaling law for the new effect) is correspondingly smaller. Also
as far as unsteady effects are concerned, the steady and quasi-steady CRP theory
developed herein predicts a "smoothing" effect of the front rotor in terms of the
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rearrotor arealsopredictedto be smaller than on the front rotor. At any rate the
reasons for some of the discrepancies related to the rear rotor are not clear.
4. In some instances, as in Figures 64, 65, 67, 68, and 69, the data are incompatible with
the idea of installation effects due to a one per rev distortion as would occur with
angle of attack. In the case of Figure 67, all the measured data appear as increases
which is difficult to understand although it is possible that, as before, tone data at
this frequency was buried in the broadband background over some of the azimuthal
traverse. For the rest of these figures, the absolute magnitude of the increases in
decibels exceeds that of the decreases which is also hard to rationalize in the context
of a once per rev distortion. It may be noted that all the data pertaining to these
figures are for angular locations at shallower angles to the propeller axis where as
noted previously in the context of the data of Reference 15, the sound pressure levels
are low making the assessment of installation effect more difficult in terms of
experiments.
5. Finally if we examine Figures 61, 62, and 63 (as a typical case), it would appears
that the maxima and minima of the data appear at larger "¢" with respect to the
theory for the front rotor and vice-versa for the rear rotor. For the CRP used in
Reference 6, the front rotor spins in the direction of decreasing "0" (clockwise
forward looking aft) and hence this shift is incompatible with the idea of a phase tag
in lift response. This was checked by running the computer code including phase
lag which only made the shifts in Figures 61 through 63 appear larger. It may be
surmised however that when an elongated centerbody such as used in Reference 16
is placed at an angle of attack to the freestream and the rotors are placed aft of the
maximum diameter location of the centerbody, the propeller blades could exper-
ience a once per rev distortion of incoming axial velocity such that this velocity is
diminished on top and increased on the bottom. In Figures 70 through 72, a
calculation was carded out assuming the presence of such an axial velocity
distortion of magnitude 10% of the freestream velocity. Comparing these results
with Figures 61 through 63 (reproduced here), clearly a shift is obtained of the
theory which is in the right direction relative to the data. The purpose of this exercise
is to indicate that small distortions additional to the tangential velocity distortion
created by angle of attack can cause significant shifts of the predictions in the "_"
direction even if the magnitudes are not much affected.
2.2.7 Concluding remarks
In this report an approach based on steady and quasi-steady aerodynamics of a CRP was
developed to predict both the steady loading/thickness BPF noise and the unsteady loading/
thickness BPF noise. Originally the acoustic theory used was as in Reference 1. Application of this
approach to the data of Reference 16 indicated a severe underestimation of the magnitude of the
effect of angle of attack on BPF noise from a CRP. A new idea has been developed in this report
based on the notion that the small crossflow due to angle of attack (designated as "My") actually
profoundly alters the steady loading/thickness BPF noise (causing it to be azimuthally non uniform).
This effect may be far more important than unsteady loading/thickness noise for heavily loaded, high
tip Mach number propellers with a large number of blades. This effect has been calculated only to
O(My) in this report. Revised theory-data comparisons with data from Reference 16 indicate that
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the underestimation problem is substantially resolved especially for BPF noise from the front rotor
though significant underestimation of the magnitude of noise decreases due to angle of attack for
BPF noise from the reaxrotor is still in evidence. Since the O(My) effect has itself proved to be large,
it is strongly recommended that research is needed to calculate the acoustic impact of the crossflow
more fully.
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3.0 Installed Counterrotating Turboprop Noise Analysis
3.1 Introduction
The uldmate test of a theoretical model is its ability to predict events that occur in real life -
outside the confines of a controlled experimental setup. During late 1986 and early 1987, a
full-scale, highly instrumented proof of concept UDF® engine was flight-tested in the Number 3
engine posidon (right hand side, aft looking forward) of a Boeing 727-100 aircraft (see Figure 73).
As a part of the flight test program, noise data were taken under"community noise" conditions using
ground plane microphones, while pressure transducers flush mounted on the fuselage were used to
acquire data at cruise. Additional data were taken by NASA personnel using a Learjet "chase"
airplane. The flight test program has been described by Harris and Cuthbertson in Reference 4, while
community noise aspects and comparisons with model data scaled to full size conditions were
addressed by Gliebe in Reference 17.
3.2 High Speed (Cruise) Flight Conditions
The computer program delivered under this Contract was used to predict nearfield noise at flight
Mach Nos. of 0.6, 0.728 and 0.8. Pressure transducers were mounted on the fuselage in the locations
shown in Figure 74, but it should be noted that, as shown in Figure 75, no tones can be identified
in the signals seen by the transducers at the two upstream locations due to the level of the background
noise resulting from the fuselage boundary layer.
Comparisons of predicted and measured tone levels are shown in Figures 76 and 77. The UDF@
demonstrator engine was configured with eight F7 + eight A7 blades, with the rotors running at
approximately the same RPM, consequently the predicted levels in Figures 76 and 77 are comprised
of the sum of the contributions from the individual rotors. In making the predictions, the code
delivered under this Contract was used to obtain a free field level (with installation effects included)
along the fuselage. The rotor--alone components were then adjusted by means of the scattering
model delivered under the single rotation portion of this Contract (described in Reference 1) in order
to allow for the effects of the curvature of the fuselage and the presence of the boundary layer. This
model was derived for isolated rotors and only addresses scattering of the blade passing frequency
and its harmonics, however the neglect of rotor/rotor interaction tones is not expected to influence
the predicted levels in the region of the planes of rotation of the rotors under cruise conditions. Table
1 summarizes the conditions for which the comparisons were made.
The comparisons presented in Figure 76 were made at Fuselage Station 1303, in the plane of
rotation of the forward rotor. It can be seen that, at the three flight Mach numbers shown here, the
data and prediction are in very close agreement at the fundamental blade passing frequency tone
sum. As the harmonic order increases, discrepancies occur between prediction and measurement,
with the predicted levels falling off more rapidly than the data. Figure 77, where the comparisons
are made close to the plane of rotation of the aft rotor shows, again, the theoretical prediction falling
away more rapidly than the data as the BPF harmonic number increases, but also shows that, in this
location, the fundamental tone is overpredicted in all cases.To aid in the interpretation of these
results and to assist in the identification of possible causes of discrepancies between prediction and
measurement, the data of Figures 75(c) and 75(d) were reanalyzed using a sampling rate equivalent
to a 1 Hz bandwidth. Given the differential in rotor speeds (approximately 40 rpm) this was
sufficient resolution to enable the identification of individual tones in the spectra. These reanalyzed
spectra are shown in Figure 78.
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Table 1. B727/UDF® Demonstrator Flight Test Conditions.
Case
l
2
3
4
5
Test
Condition
5.1
5.2
5.7
1.2
7.2
Pressure
Altitude
(rt)
35O9O
35200
35170
4340
4371
Altfitude
AGL
(_)
1637.12
1669.13
A/C Mach
No
0.800
0.728
0.600
0.255
0.251
EPR RPMI
3.97 1280.00
4.07 1270.00
4.07 12.50.00
3.05 i 357.40
'2.82 1214.90
RPM2
1240.02
1230.00
I 170.00
1293. lO
1211.30
140.0
i ......;................;..............._................_..............._................:
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Figure 78. 1 Hz Bandwidth Spectra - Case 2; Mach 0.728.
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The predictedlevelsshown inFigure76 includetheeffectsof a 1-footthickboundary layeras
calculamd by the SRPFS program developed under thisContract (Reference I). It is not
unreasonabletosuppose,however, thatthepresenceoftherotorsincloseproximitytothefuselage
would modify theflowover thefuselageinthisregion,and Figure79 compares individualtonedata
with levelspredictedwith no fuselagescatteringeffects(freefield),and with thepredictedeffects
of 12 inch,6 inch,and 3 inchthickfuselageboundary layersincluded.In Reference Iitwas shown
thatthepredictedfuselage(plusboundary layer)scatteringeffectwas a strongfunctionof axial
locationrelativeto the plane of rotation,with attenuationoccurringupstream and amplification
downstream. The fuselagestationsatwhich the dam were takenwere located(approximately)at
theplane ofrotationofeach rotor;,hence,Station1303 (theforward rotor)isupstream of Rotor 2,
and Station1330 (theaftrotor)isdownstream ofRotor I. The effectsof axiallocationcan be seen
intheplotsofFigure79 by comparing the"pred"barwith thedifferent"scattered"results.Figures
79(a)and 79(c)compare measurement withpredictionatfuselageStation1303 forforward and aft
rotorBPF harmonics respectively.Itappearsthatreasonableagreement between dataand prediction
forthis0.728 flightMach No. case isobtainedfor both rotorsffitisassumed thatthe fuselage
boundary layeris3 inchesthickratherthanthe 12 inchesassumed earlier.In theplaneof rotation
oftheaftrotor,Figures79(b)and 79(d),itappearsthat,withtheexceptionoftheaftrotorBPF tone,
thedataand predictionate not in very good agreement. For the forward rotor(Figure79(b))the
"unscattered"levelis,by itself,greaterthanthedata,and withtheamplificationfrom thescattering
analysisthepredictedlevelsincreaseeven more. Itispossiblethat,inadditiontotheuncertainties
introducedby the actionof the rotorsupon the flow in the regionbetween the blade tipsand the
fuselage,thefactthatthefuselagesurfaceistaperedratherthancylindricalinthisregionmay affect
themeasured levels.A furthercause fordiscrepancybetween measured dataand predictedlevels
may be the boundary layerprofileshape assumed by the scatteringmodel. This automatically
computes a fiatplate("Blasius")profilefor the boundary layerunder consideration,which is
probably farfrom thetruthinthesituationunder consideration.No studyof the effectsof profile
shape on the predictedscatteringeffectshas been made. Figure79 demonstratesthatwhile the
computer programs deliveredunder thisContractpredictthenoisefrom model bladesmeasured in
a controlledenvironment with a high degreeof accuracy,inthe"realairplane"environment thcre
are factorsaffectingthephysicsof theproblem thatare not treatedsufficientlyrigorously.
One known physicaldifferencebetween the wind tunneland flightcases was that the blade
coordinatesused togeneratethepredictionsreportedabove were thoseof theF7A7 model blades,
scaledto the appropriatediameter forthe full-scalengine. In realLife,because of mechanical
limitations,thefull-scalebladesflown on thedemonstratoraircraftwere not exactreplicasof the
scaled-upmodel blades,and itwas postulatedthatsome ofthedifferencesbetween Kulitedataand
predictiondiscussedabove couldarisefrom thesedifferencesinhardware. Fortunately,asrcportcd
inReference 18,fuselageKulitedataaxenot theonly sourceofinformationon thenoisesignature
ofthefull-scaleUDF® demonslratorengine.Figure80 (takenfrom Reference18)shows theNASA
LcarjetinformationwiththeB727 dcmonsu'atoraircraft,ogetherwithmicrophone locationsatthe
nose and wingtipof theLearjet.Figure81 compares data from Reference 18 with predictedlevels
under conditionsthatwere similartothoseofFigure79. (The authorsofReference 18 questionthe
qualityof thenose-mounted microphone data,but theyareincludedhere forcomplctcncss).Itis
noticeablethat,withtheexceptionof themeasurements at34°observerangle,agrecrncntbctwccn
predictionand wingtipmicrophone dataisgood, thusIcndingsupporttotheview thatdiscrepancies
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Figure 80. Schematic of NASA Learjet Sideline Positioning for Acoustic Data Acquisition
(from Reference I8).
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in the fuselage data/theory comparisons are a function of the fuselage scattering model. It is not
known, however, whether the model itself is in error, or if insufficient knowledge with regard to
the input required is giving rise to erroneous results. In fact, given the agreement in directives
between the tone data measured by the Learjet microphone and the prediction, it has been suggested
that the apparent change in source directivity proposed by Hanson and Magiiozzi (Reference 19)
is in evidence in the fuselage results. Why this should appear under these conditions, but not in the
wind tunnel results of Section 2.1.3.1 is, at present, unclear.
Comparisons of results predicted by the code delivered under this Contract with data taken under
cruise conditions for a "real" aeroplane/engine combination have demonstrated that differences
between prediction and measurement can be related to the fuselage scattering model.
3.3 Low Speed (Community Noise) Flight Conditions
In addition to the high speed flight test program described above, the B727/UDF® demonstrator
aircraft was flown under simulated "community noise" conditions in order to investigate the
procedures used to scale model data to full size (Reference 17) and to validate the prediction model.
The data were taken with a ground plane microphone and are compared with prediction in Figures
82 and 83 at 100% and 80% thrust conditions (cases 4 and 5 of Table 1) respectively. Two predictions
are shown in each figure; the first, "uninstalled", represents the output from the isolated
counterrotation model; the second, "installed", includes installation effects, but on the BPF
harmonics only. It can be seen (Figures 82(a) and 83(a)) that inclusion of the installation effects
improves the comparison for the fundamental BPF tones, however, (Figures 82(b), 82(c), 83(b) and
83(c)) for the higher harmonics of BPF the levels are dominated by the unsteady rotor/rotor
interaction tones, with the individual rotor BPF harmonics (even with installation effects included)
contributing a negligible portion of the tone energy.
Figures 82(a) and 83(a) demonstrate that, even with the installation effects included, the level
in the forward arc is underpredicted. In spite of this discrepancy, it is felt that, overall, for these two
flight conditions, the agreement between data and prediction is extremely good.
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4.0 Conclusions
The isolated counterrotafing propfan noise prediction program developed at GE Aircraft
Engines under internal funding has been compared with data from scale model tests under both low
and high simulated flight Mach Numbex conditions. Comparisons have been made for a total of five
blade design combinations and the predicted results show good agreement with the measured data
under both low and high speed conditions.
The single rotation installation effects model developed under this Contract has been extended
to counterrotation, and the effect of a mounting pylon, upstream of the forward rotor, has been
includedinthe analysis.
A nontraditional mechanism concerning the acoustic radiation from a propeller at angle of attack
has been investigated.Predictionsmade usingthisapproach have been compared withscalemodel
data and show resultsthatare in much closeragreement with the measurements over a range of
operatingconditionsthanthoseobtainedviatraditionalfluctuatingforcemethods.
The isolatedrotorsand installationeffectsmodels have been combined intoa singleprediction
program, results of which have been compared with data from the flight test of the B727/UDF®
engine demonstrator aircraft. It has been shown that uncertainties concerning the nature of the flow
field in the region between the blade tips and the aircraft fuselage lead to difficulties in the successful
prediction of data taken with Kulites mounted in the fuselage, but that data taken with the NASA
Learjet under cruise conditions and with ground plane microphones under community noise
conditions compare well with predicted levels.
The satisfactory comparisons between prediction and measured data for the demonstrator
airplane, together with the identification of a nontraditional radiation mechanism for propellers at
angle of attack constitute the major achievements of this Contract.
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